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Abstract
of white crosses, green fields of grass and lemmings so many heroes of this new and cubic
niceness buried, their marking stones are microdots from a thousand feet, or a thousand miles
depending on where you stand to look,...
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of white crosses, green fields 
of grass 
and lemmings 
so many heroes of this new 
and cubic niceness buried, 
their marking stones are microdots 
from a thousand feet, or a thousand miles 
depending on where you stand to look, 
( and, of course, 
on the quality of Alice's Mushroom ) 
so many heroes of this new 
and multi-colored doorway 
rode on powdered sugar paper horses 
sweet as silk 
that threw them one by one 
the children, falling, die 
( altered, of course, 
by the rate at which you're moving) 
Rest in Peace, brother Ja ime 
the ship you helped launch was beautiful 
it rests, now, at a hundred fathoms 
wreathed in green and depth 
the people will remember only that. 
